The article presents further developments of an optical system to be used in temporary blood volume measurements in the Polish ventricular assist device. The research focuses on quasi-dynamic measurements (ow rate of 5 ml/s). Characteristics of signals from selected congurations of optical transmitters and receivers are shown. A volume approximation using a PCA algorithm supported by a LRS function is introduced. Plans of further development are stated.
Introduction
Heart diseases have become an alarming problem in the human population; therefore some methods of curing patients suering from illnesses of the cardiovascular system must be found. Patients suering from heart diseases can be divided into groups depending on the stage of the heart failure. According to the New York Heart Association (NYHA), there are four classes of the heart failure process. In mild cases of the heart failure, the use of drugs may be sucient. The situation is dierent in the case of patients with end stage heart failures (class IV). Two decades ago, the only lifesaving option for those patients was heart transplant surgery. Nowadays, the heart support using additional blood pumping devices is practiced in a large group of patients. Ventricular assist devices (VAD) are used for reducing the load of the heart muscle, allowing a recovery of the human heart.
In Poland, the Polish ventricular assist device (POLVAD) is used in patients with an end-stage heart failure. The Polish Articial Heart Program has been founded in order to improve the existing prosthesis solution, and to equip it with monitoring equipment, allowing an automation of the heart support process [18] .
The POLVAD prosthesis (POLVAD-MEV model) has been used in Polish patients for over a decade now. The heart support process was automatized to the point of driving the prosthesis with xed parameters (driving air pressure and pumping speed). Due to the lack of monitoring devices, an adjustment of the heart support process to the needs of the patient could not be achieved. In pulsatile, pneumatic prostheses, the temporary volume of blood lling the prostheses should be determined. This would allow to describe the state of the prosthesis, and * corresponding author; e-mail: grzegorz.konieczny@polsl.pl This method provided results with 10% uncertainty, and could be integrated with the prosthesis, but the need of an additional sensor chamber would hinder the use of the acoustic sensor in an implantable solution.
The novel solution, the optical measurement system, has been proposed [12] . The following paragraphs describe the advance in the development of the optical method.
Quasi-dynamic investigations of the optical volume measurement system
The optical system for measurements of the blood The new approach guaranteed the change of liquid pumping direction at exact knowing blood chamber volumes (0 ml and 80 ml); therefore the calibration process was no longer necessary.
Analysis of the results
The optical system was tested at the Department of The characteristics shown in Fig. 2 is representative for a group of congurations revealing a recurrent nature. Since the data acquisition was made at a stable ow rate of liquid, the amplitudevolume graph could be constructed (Fig. 3) . The results were used to analyse the PCA algorithm supported by the LRS feature selection function, with using a volume recognition algorithm [13] . A half of the results was used for learning purposes, the other half for testing the algorithms. The number of optoelectronic elements used is still too large; therefore additional researches will have to be conducted in order to limit it still more.
Although the measurements were not static any more, the pumping conditions were still stable compared to those occurring in a heart support process. A verication will be required to determine whether the prosthesis will behave in a similar manner in actual dynamic conditions.
The volume estimation by means of the volume recognition algorithm allowed to estimate the blood chamber volume with 10% uncertainty. The method requires additional improvements regarding the number of features needed for a more accurate volume estimation.
Thanks to quasi-dynamic researches the new optical method will be prepared to dynamic measurements conducted at the Foundation of Cardiac Surgery Development, Zabrze, Poland.
